
Concerns About the Draft of Article II in UUA Bylaws (written by Ken Ing) 
 
The draft of a re-write of Article II of the UUA Bylaws posted on the UUA web site on October 
22 is the first chance to see something concrete to evaluate. I want to add my voice to those 
who are VERY concerned about this draft. I am worried that many criticisms of this draft will 
pick out the low hanging fruit (I don’t like the flowery language!) or the eye-level fruit 
(Principles #4, #5, and #6 are gone!), but we will miss the forest for the trees. 
 

Many of the words added in this draft are amorphous and might not mean what members think 
the words mean. I don’t feel confident that all we need to do is line up the “before” and “after” 
versions and UU members will understand what is at stake with this re-write.  
 

What is the big picture here? What are the true goals of this re-write? I am going to say 
something bold, to get everyone’s attention, and also because I happen to believe it. 
 

The goal of this re-write, and of other UUA Commissions active right now, is to transform UU 
from being a Liberal Religion into the equivalent of a Social Justice Activist Collective. 
 

The strategy for accomplishing that transformation is to completely reverse the allocation of 
power in UU. 
 

Social Justice Activist Collectives need everybody to have a laser focus on the exact same social 
justice missions. The only way to do that is to consolidate power into a central authority. That is 
what this Article II re-write is doing. The proponents of this radical re-imagining of UU are 
ardently working to achieve justice in our society, and they think harnessing the coherent 
power of UU to work for justice is a great goal. 
 

But many of us are opposed to this extreme change in the orientation of UU. We feel there is 
still a compelling need for a Liberal Religion in our society. An important point is that 
opponents of this proposed transformation are not dismissive of the need for anti-racism 
activism. But some dissenters think that the national UUA’s anti-racism anti-oppression 
approach (based on Critical Race Theory) is flawed, the wrong way to go about fighting 
injustice. Most dissenters also consider it unacceptable to have such low bars for practicing 
intolerance of disagreement and suppression of dissent. The ends do not justify the means. 
 

Now let’s get back to the language in the Article II re-write. How do I conclude that this draft 
serves a goal of changing UU into the equivalent of a Social Justice Activist Collective? How does 
this re-write of Article II invert the power hierarchy in UU? I look at it from the lens of power. 
 

Right now, the power in UU is vested in the UU Members. The most noticeable change in this 
draft is to strip out the liberal principles that protect the prerogatives of the individual. 
 

• Principle #4: “A free and responsible search for truth and meaning”. Gone. 

• Principle #5: “The right of conscience and the use of the democratic process within our 
congregations and in society at large”. Gone. 

• Principle #6: “A goal of world community with peace, liberty, and justice for all”. Gone. 
(not sure why) 



• Freedom of Belief now has a sentence appended that says “In expressing our beliefs, we 
do so in the spirit of love, in ways that further Beloved Community.” This is more than 
an exhortation to “be civil”. In my opinion, it is saying “Do not conflate ‘Freedom of 
Belief’ with ‘Freedom of Expression’ or ‘Free Speech’”. Suppressors of dissent would 
have a very low bar to clear and intolerance of disagreement is officially sanctioned. 

 

The next layer up in the current power hierarchy are the congregations. In the preamble to the 
“Values and Covenants” section is the sub-sentence “we covenant, congregation-to-
congregation and through our association”. The word “covenant” is one of those amorphous 
words. When you understand what the national UUA leadership means by “covenant”, this sub-
sentence has the clear intention of preempting congregational autonomy and independence 
currently enshrined in other places in the UUA Bylaws. 
 

This is a transfer of sovereignty and power from the congregations to the national UUA. The 
UUA will be the head of the body and the congregations will be the compliant appendages. The 
full re-write of the rest of the Bylaws currently being worked on should be expected to make 
that centralization of authority and power even clearer. 
 

What is the national UUA going to do with that centralized power? The only Value that UU 
congregations are explicitly going to be accountable for is the value “Justice”. This is the 8th 
Principle phrased slightly differently. The intent is to single out Anti-Racism / Anti-Oppression as 
the highest priority in UU. The actions UU members are accountable for are AR/AO/MC 
missions. What are those specific missions? Well, the national UUA will be deciding that. And 
UU members and congregations will be obligated to give those missions their greatest focus. 
 

How will the UUA decide what the missions of UU are? This is an extremely important question. 
Nobody should be agreeing to give away their sovereignty and power without understanding 
what that centralized power is going to be used for. 
 

The answer, which is going to surprise most people, is that national organizations composed of 
historically marginalized identity groups will decide what the missions are. That is a done deal. 
UU members already approved that. 
 

At General Assembly in 2020, a Responsive Resolution titled “Widening the Circle: Establishing 
Ongoing Intersectional Accountability Commission and Sunsetting the JTWTC” was approved. 
Then, doubling down on that commitment, a paragraph imbedded in the 2021 Statement of 
Conscience approved at GA2021 explicitly called on UU organizations and individuals to 
implement the recommendations in the “Widening the Circle of Concern” report created by the 
Commission on Institutional Change (COIC) and first revealed to UU members at GA in 2020. 
 

Following the COIC recommendations, the UUA Board of Trustees is establishing their own 
covenants with two Accountability Commissions that will be composed exclusively of members 
from historically marginalized Identity Groups. The UUA Board will answer to DRUUMM, BLUU, 
TRUUsT, and EqUUal Access, assisted by UU-adjacent consultants. See the May 9th 2022 UUA 
Board Meeting minutes at https://www.uua.org/files/2022-07/bot_min_05092022.pdf. 

https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/2/2020_responsive_resolutions.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/2/2020_responsive_resolutions.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/2021-06/SOC_Undoing_Systemic_White_Supremacy.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/2021-06/SOC_Undoing_Systemic_White_Supremacy.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/2022-07/bot_min_05092022.pdf


If Article II is approved, transferring member and congregational power to the national UUA, it 
is really DRUUMM, BLUU, TRUUsT, and EqUUal Access that we are putting in charge. They will 
craft the missions, GA delegates will rubber-stamp them, and the UUA will execute the 
missions, compelling the congregations and members to prioritize those missions. 
 

These identity groups are not subject to democratic control by the UU denomination at large. 
That is a critical part of the strategy – if the historically marginalized identity groups were 
accountable to the will of the dominant identity group, what would be the point? 
 

You should be wondering what those AR/AO/MC missions might be. If we review the Action of 
Immediate Witness (AIWs) from the past 6 years, I think it gives us a good idea of what kinds of 
AR/AO/MC missions will be chosen in the future. Some of the AIWs that have been approved in 
the recent past would have been controversial if they had been mandatory instead of 
voluntary. Some UU Members would not have been comfortable being obligated to actively 
support every action item in the AIWs, like calls to abolish the Immigration Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) (2018 and 2020) or support defunding the police (2020 and 2021). 
 

I am also concerned that the frequent reference to “love” will be misunderstood. The word 
“love” is another amorphous word. Believe it or not, “love” in the Article II re-write does not 
mean what most people think it means. The “charge” to the Article II Study Commission is very 
clear about what “love” is intended to mean. You can read the whole charge at 
https://www.uua.org/files/2022-04/rev_a2sc_charge_042022.pdf. 
 

The charge asserts “Our commitment to personal, institutional and cultural change rooted in 
anti-oppression, anti-racism, and multiculturalism values and practices is love in action, and 
should be centered in any revision of Article II.”. 
 

So, love is “love in action”. Love is doing AR/AO/MC work. Love is following through on 
changing UU’s institutions and culture. All of these references to “love” are there to re-enforce 
the intention that the re-phrased 8th Principle in the definition of “Justice” is going to be the 
central focus of UU. Where the Purposes section ends with “We will transform the world by our 
liberating love” I interpret “liberating love” as “love is dismantling White Supremacy Culture”. 
 

A criticism of the 8th Principle has been that most of the words are ambiguous, and it was 
unclear who would be interpreting them, because it was unclear who UU members and 
congregations would be accountable to. Now it should be clear that UU congregations will 
ultimately be accountable to BLUU, DRUUMM, TRUUsT, and EqUUal Access. What the identity-
based groups think the words in the 8th Principle mean is what counts. 
 

The ideology behind the 8th Principle is Critical Race Theory. CRT’s solution to “dismantle racism 
and other forms of oppression” is to “reject western Liberalism”. In UU, this starts with 
discarding the 4th and 5th Principles and constraining freedom of speech. This draft does that. 
BLUU has a web site that explains what they think the 8th Principle means. For instance, it says 
we should “purge ourselves and our institutions of the culture and exclusive practices of 
whiteness and white supremacy.”. The Article II Study Commission web page mentions the 
BLUU web site as one of their Reading Materials. The BLUU site is https://8thprincipleuu.org/ 

https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/1/180624_csw_alert.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/a/aiw_b_version_2.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/a/aiw_b_version_2.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/2021-06/20210625_Proposed_AIW_TRUUsT.pdf
https://www.uua.org/files/2022-04/rev_a2sc_charge_042022.pdf
https://8thprincipleuu.org/


 
One last piece to the puzzle is missing from this explanation. How is accountability enforced? 
How does the national UU get the congregations to get behind the mission, so the combined 
force of all of UU is deployed coherently to achieve the AR/AO/MC missions? 
 

An enforcement mechanism was actually conceived in 2017 by the Task Force on Re-Inventing 
Covenant. Here is a snippet from that plan that can be found at 
https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/r/re-imag_cov_tf_04122017.pdf… 
 

“The Task Force will bring to the 2018 General Assembly recommended bylaw changes that 
would require member congregations and covenanting communities to renew their connection 
to the UUA biennially, with a vote of intention to join, and a statement of how they understand 
their community to be fulfilling Unitarian Universalist purpose.” 
 

Their plans were never formally proposed, because the Commission on Institutional Change 
(authors of the Widening the Circle report) took over the project, with a greatly expanded 
scope. It is quite plausible that when the full rewrite of the remainder of the UUA Bylaws is 
revealed next year, some form of that enforcement mechanism will be in that re-write. 
 

Dogmatism and top-down rule of this sort are incompatible with a Liberal Religion. When the 
Article II re-write, the full Bylaws re-write (probably including the enforcement ideas from the 
Task Force on Re-Inventing Covenant), and the Accountability Commissions are all 
implemented, the power distribution in UU will have been completely reversed, and all of the 
pieces would be in place to transform UU from being a Liberal Religion to being the equivalent 
of a Social Justice Activist Collective. 
 

This transformation of UU has been 7 years in the making. If you go all the way back to the 
original statement of the vision of the Task Force on Re-Inventing Covenant, presented to the 
UUA Board in January of 2016, you will see that this (becoming the equivalent of an activist 
organization) is where the leaders of UU have been trying to take UU all along. That document 
is found at https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/r/renew_covenant_tf_012016.pdf. 
 

This Article II re-write appears to line up very well with that vision. 
 

I believe there will continue to be a compelling need for a Liberal Religion in our society. The 
next seekers of truth and meaning and a right of conscience will be just as hungry to find a 
home as many current UU’s were before they found UU. I feel UU members have a 
responsibility to be caretakers of that orientation in UU. I worry that too many members are 
satisfied that they can continue to maintain their connections with members that feel the 
same, regardless of what changes happen in UU. But how are the next wave of seekers going to 
find each other? This Article II Draft feels like it is pulling up the rope behind us. 
 

That has me VERY concerned. 
 
Ken Ing 
kennething@comcast.net 
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